Abstract. In the real world datasets (e.g.,DBpedia query log), queries built on well-designed patterns containing only AND and OPT operators (for short, WDAO-patterns) account for a large proportion among all SPARQL queries. In this paper, we present a plugin-based framework for all SELECT queries built on WDAO-patterns, named PIWD. The framework is based on a parse tree called well-designed AND-OPT tree (for short, WDAO-tree) whose leaves are basic graph patterns (BGP) and inner nodes are the OPT operators. We prove that for any WDAOpattern, its parse tree can be equivalently transformed into a WDAOtree. Based on the proposed framework, we can employ any query engine to evaluate BGP for evaluating queries built on WDAO-patterns in a convenient way. Theoretically, we can reduce the query evaluation of WDAO-patterns to subgraph homomorphism as well as BGP since the query evaluation of BGP is equivalent to subgraph homomorphism. Finally, our preliminary experiments on gStore and RDF-3X show that PIWD can answer all queries built on WDAO-patterns effectively and efficiently.
Introduction
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [30] is the standard data model in the semantic web. RDF describes the relationship of entities or resources using directed labelling graph. RDF has a broad range of applications in the semantic web, social network, bio-informatics, geographical data, etc. [3] . The standard query language for RDF graphs is SPARQL [24] . Though SPARQL is powerful to express queries over RDF graphs [2] , generally, the query evaluation of the full SPARQL is PSPACE-complete [22] .
Currently, there are some popular query engines for supporting the full SPARQL such as Jena [8] and Sesame [7] . However, they become not highly efficient when they handle some large RDF datasets [40, 41] . Currently, gStore [40, 41] and RDF-3X [20] can highly efficiently query large datasets. But gStore and RDF-3X merely provide querying services of BGP. Therefore, it is very necessary to develop a query engine with supporting more expressive queries for large datasets.
Since the OPT operator is the least conventional operator among SPARQL operators [37] , it is interesting to investigate those patterns extending BGP with the OPT operator. Let us take a look at the following example.
An RDF example in Table 1 describes the entities of bloggers and blogs. The relationship between a blogger and a blog is revealed in the property of foaf:maker. Both blogger and blog have some properties to describe themselves. Triples can be modeled as a directed graph substantially. Example 1. Consider the RDF dataset G storing information in Table 1 . Given a BGP Q = ((?x, foaf:maker, ?y) AND (?z, foaf:name, ?u)), its evaluation over G is as follows:
Q G = ?x ?y ?z ?u foobar.xx/blog.rdf id1 id1 Jon Foobar Consider a new pattern Q 1 obtained from Q by adding the OPT operator in the following way: Q 1 = (((?x, foaf:maker, ?y) OPT (?y, rdf:type, ?v)) AND (?z, foaf:name, ?u)), the evaluation of Q 1 over G is as follows:
Consider another pattern Q 2 = (((?x, foaf:maker, ?y) OPT (?y, rdf:type, ?z)) AND (?z, foaf:name, ?u)), the evaluation of Q 2 over G is the empty set, i.e., Q 2 G = ∅.
In the above example, Q 1 is a well-designed pattern while Q 2 is not a welldesigned pattern [22] .
In fact, we investigate that queries built on well-designed patterns are very popular in a real world. For example, in LSQ [26] , a Linked Dataset describing SPARQL queries extracted from the logs of four prominent public SPARQL endpoints containing more than one million available queries shown in Table 2 , queries built on well-designed patterns are over 70% [12, 29] . Furthermore, queries with well-designed AND-OPT patterns (for short, WDAOpatterns) are over 99% among all queries with well-designed patterns in LSQ [12, 29] . In short, the fragment of WDAO-patterns is a natural extension of BGP in our real world. Therefore, we mainly discuss WDAO-patterns in this paper.
In this paper, we present a plugin-based framework for all SELECT queries built on WDAO-patterns, named PIWD. Within this framework, we can employ any query engine evaluating BGP for evaluating queries built on WDAO-patterns in a convenient way. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
-We present a parse tree named well-designed AND-OPT tree (for short, WDAO-tree), whose leaves are BGP and all inner nodes are the OPT operator and then prove that for any WDAO-pattern, it can be translated into a WDAO-tree. -We propose a plugin-based framework named PIWD for query evaluation of queries built on WDAO-patterns based on WDAO-tree. Within this framework, a query could be evaluated in the following three steps: (1) translating that query into a WDAO tree T ; (2) evaluating all leaves of T via query engines of BGP; and (3) joining all solutions of children to obtain solutions of their parent up to the root. -We implement the proposed framework PIWD by employing gStore and RDF-3X and evaluate the experiments on LUBM. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces the SPARQL, conception of well-designed patterns and OPT normal form. Section 3 defines the well-designed and-opt tree to capture WDAO-patterns. Section 4 presents PIWD and Section 5 evaluates experimental results. Section 6 summarizes our related works. Finally, Section 7 summarizes this paper.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce RDF and SPARQL patterns, well-designed patterns, and OPT normal form [22] .
RDF
Let I, B and L be infinite sets of IRIs, blank nodes and literals, respectively. These three sets are pairwise disjoint. We denote the union I ∪ B ∪ L by U , and elements of I ∪ L will be referred to as constants.
is a set of triple patterns.
Semantics of SPARQL patterns
The semantics of patterns is defined in terms of sets of so-called mappings, which are simply total functions µ : S → U on some finite set S of variables. We denote the domain S of µ by dom(µ). Now given a graph G and a pattern P , we define the semantics of P on G, denoted by P G , as a set of mappings, in the following manner.
-If P is a triple pattern (u, v, w), then
Here, for any mapping µ and any constant c ∈ I ∪L, we agree that µ(c) equals c itself. In other words, mappings are extended to constants according to the identity mapping.
-If P is of the form P 1 UNION P 2 , then
-If P is of the form P 1 AND P 2 , then P G := P 1 G P 2 G , where, for any two sets of mappings Ω 1 and Ω 2 , we define
Here, two mappings µ 1 and µ 2 are called compatible, denoted by µ 1 ∼ µ 2 , if they agree on the intersection of their domains, i.e., if for every variable ?x ∈ dom(µ 1 ) ∩ dom(µ 2 ), we have µ 1 (?x) = µ 2 (?x). Note that when µ 1 and µ 2 are compatible, their union µ 1 ∪ µ 2 is a well-defined mapping; this property is used in the formal definition above.
-If P is of the form P 1 OPT P 2 , then
, where, for any two sets of mappings Ω 1 and Ω 2 , we define
where f | X denotes the standard mathematical notion of restriction of a function f to a subset X of its domain.
Here, for any mapping µ and constraint C, the evaluation of C on µ, denoted by µ(C), is defined in terms of a three-valued logic with truth values true, false, and error . Recall that C is a boolean combination of atomic constraints. For a bound constraint bound(?x), we define:
false otherwise. For an equality constraint ?x =?y, we define:
if ?x, ?y ∈ dom(µ) and µ(?x) = µ(?y); false if ?x, ?y ∈ dom(µ) and µ(?x) = µ(?y); error otherwise.
Thus, when ?x and ?y do not both belong to dom(µ), the equality constraint evaluates to error . Similarly, for a constant-equality constraint ?x = c, we define:
if ?x ∈ dom(µ) and µ(?x) = c; false if ?x ∈ dom(µ) and µ(?x) = c; error otherwise. A boolean combination is then evaluated using the truth tables given in Table 3 . 
Well-Designed Pattern
A UNION-free pattern P is well-designed if the followings hold:
-P is safe; -for every subpattern Q of form (Q 1 OPT Q 2 ) of P and for every variable ?x occurring in P , the following condition holds:
If ?x occurs both inside Q 2 and outside Q, then it also occurs in Q 1 .
Consider the definition of well-designed patterns, some conceptions can be explained as follows: Remark 1. In the fragment of and-opt patterns, we exclude FILTER and UNION operators and it contains only AND and OPT operators at most. It is obvious that and-opt pattern must be UNION-free and safe.
We can conclude that WDAO-patterns are decided by variables in subpattern.
-UNION-free Pattern: P is UNION-free if P is constructed by using only operators AND, OPT, and FILTER. Every graph pattern P is equivalent to a pattern of the form denoted by (
-Safe : If the form of ( P FILTER R ) holds the condition of var (R) ⊆ var (P ), then it is safe.
Note that the OPT operator provides really optional left-outer join due to the weak monotonicity [22] . A SPARQL pattern P is said to be weakly monotone if for every pair of RDF graphs G 1 , G 2 such that G 1 ⊆ G 2 , it holds that P G1 P G2 . In other words, we assume µ 1 represents P G1 , and µ 2 represents P G2 . Then there exists µ such that µ 2 = µ 1 ∪ µ . Weakly monotone is an important property to characterize the satisfiability of SPARQL [38] . For instance, consider the pattern Q 1 in Section 1, (?y, rdf:type, ?v) are really optional.
OPT Normal Form
A UNION-free pattern P is in OPT normal form [22] if P meets one of the following two conditions:
-P is constructed by using only the AND and FILTER operators; -P = (P 1 OPT P 2 ) where P 1 and P 2 patterns are in OPT normal form. For instance, the pattern Q aforementioned in Section 1 is in OPT normal form. However, consider the pattern (((?x, p, ?y) OPT (?x, q, ?z))AND(?x, r, ?z)) is not in OPT normal form.
Well-Designed And-Opt Tree
In this section, we propose the conception of the well-designed and-opt tree (WDAO-tree), any WDAO-pattern can be seen as an WDAO-tree.
WDAO-tree Structure
Definition 1 (WDAO-tree). Let P be a well-designed pattern in OPT normal form. A well-designed tree T based on P is a redesigned parse tree, which can be defined as follows:
-All inner nodes in T are labeled by the OPT operator and leaves are labeled by BGP. -For each subpattern (P 1 OPT P 2 ) of P , the well-designed tree T 1 of P 1 and the well-designed tree T 2 of P 2 have the same parent node.
For instance, consider a WDAO-pattern
The WDAO-tree T is shown in Figure 1 . As shown in this example, BGP -(p 1 AND p 3 ) is the exact matching in P , which corresponds to the non-optional pattern. Besides, in WDAO-tree, it is the leftmost leaf in T . We can conclude that the leftmost node in WDAO-tree means the exact matching in well-designed SPARQL query pattern. 
Rewritting rules over WDAO-tree
As described in Section 1, WDAO-tree does not contain any OPT operator in its leaves. In this sense, patterns as the form of Q 1 in Section 1 cannot be transformed into WDAO-tree since it is not OPT normal form.
Proposition 1.
[22, Theorem 4.11] For every UNION-free well-designed pattern P , there exists a pattern Q in OPT normal form such that P and Q are equivalent.
In the proof of Proposition 1, we apply three rewriting rules based on the following equations: let P, Q, R be patterns and C a constraint,
-(P OPT R) AND Q ≡ (P AND Q) OPT R; -P AND (Q OPT R) ≡ (P AND Q) OPT R;
Intuitively, this lemma states that AND operator can forward and OPT operator can backward in a well-designed pattern with preserving the semantics. The above three rules can be deployed on a WDAO-tree. For each WDAO-tree T , there exists T corresponding to T after applying rewriting rules. Figure 2 and Figure 3 have shown that the process of rewriting rules after generating grammar tree and finally WDAO-tree can be obtained. Clearly, WDAO-tree has less height than the grammar tree. 
WDAO-tree Construction
Before constructing WDAO-tree, we recognize query patterns and attachments at first. Then we rewrite query patterns by rewritting rules, which leads to a new pattern. Based on this new pattern, we construct WDAO-tree in the principle of Definition 1.
In the process of the WDAO-tree construction, we firstly build the grammar tree of SPARQL patterns, whose inner node is either AND operator or OPT operator. This process is based on recursively putting the left pattern and right pattern of operator in the left node and right node respectively until the pattern does not contain any operator. Then we apply the rewritting rules to the grammar tree in Algorithm 1 to build rewriting-tree whose only leaf node is single triple pattern. Different rewritting rules are adopted depending on OPT operator are AND operator's left child or right child. Since WDAO-tree's inner nodes only contain AND operators, After getting rewriting-tree, we merge the AND operators only containing leaf child nodes with its child nodes into new nodes in order to get a WDAO-tree.
The WDAO-tree construction can be executed in PTIME. Given a pattern containing n ANDs and m OPTs, the construction of the grammar tree and rewriting tree have O(n + m) time complexity and O(nm) time complexity, respectively. Furthermore, the merge of nodes whose parent is AND has O(n) time complexity.
PIWD Demonstration
In this section, we introduce PIWD, which is a plugin-based framework for welldesigned SPARQL.
PIWD Overview
PIWD is written in Java in a 2-tier design shown in Figure 4 . The bottom layer consists of any BGP query framework which is used as a black box for evaluating BGPs. Before answering SPARQL queries, the second layer provides the rewriting process and left-outer join evaluation, which lead to the solutions.
BGP query framework supports both query and RDF data management, such as gStore, RDF-3X and so on, which solve the problem of subgraph isomorphism. PIWD provides the left-outer join between the BGPs. That is, the problem of answering well-designed SPARQL has been transformed into the problem of subgraph isomorphism and left-outer join between triple patterns.
Algorithm 1 rewritting rules

Answering Queries over PIWD
The query process over PIWD can be described as follows:
Firstly, WDAO-tree is built after rewriting rules on the grammar tree. Secondly, post-order traversal is applied on WDAO-trees. The traversal rule is: If the node is a leaf node without the OPT operator, BGP query framework is deployed on it to answer this query and return solutions which is stored in a stack. If the node is an inner node labeled by the OPT operator, we get the top two elements in the stack and left-outer join them. We repeat this process until all of WDAO-tree's nodes are visited. Finally, only one element in the stack is the final solutions.
In the querying processing, BGP query framework serves as a query engine to support queries from leaves in WDAO-trees. OPT operators take an essential position in the query processing. Users receive optional solutions based on OPT operators which contribute to the semantic abundance degree since optional The query process is described in Algorithm 2.
Experiments and Evaluations
This section presents our experiments. The purpose of the experiments is to evaluate the performance of different WDAO-patterns.
Experiments
Implementations and running environment All experiments were carried out on a machine running Linux, which has one CPU with four cores of 2.40GHz, 32GB memory and 500GB disk storage. All of the algorithms were implemented in Java. gStore [40, 41] and RDF-3X [20] are used as the underlying query engines to handle BGPs. In our experiments, there is no optimization in our OPT operation.
gStore and RDF-3X Both gStore and RDF-3X are SPARQL query engines for subgraph matching. gStore stores RDF data in disk-based adjacency lists, whose format is [vID,vLabel,adjList] , where vID is the vertex ID, vLabel is the corresponding URI, and adjList is the list of its outgoing edges and the corresponding neighbor vertices. gStore converts an RDF graph into a data signature graph by encoding each entity and class vertex. Some different hash functions such as BKDR and AP hash functions are employed to generate signatures, which compose a novel index (called VS * -tree). A filtering rule and efficient search algorithms are developed for subgraph queries over the data signature graph in order to speed up query processing. gStore can answer exact SPARQL queries and queries with wildcards in a uniform manner. RDF-3X engine is a RISC-style architecture for executing SPARQL queries over large repositories of RDF triple.
Algorithm 2 Query Processing over PIWD
Input: WDAO-tree with Root; Prefix pref ix; Stack to store subresults; Output: Query result result;
1: Procedure TraverseTree(Root)
subquery=AssembleQuery(pref ix,node); 9:
subresult=QueryIngStore(subquery); 10:
Push Physical design is workload-independent by creating appropriate indexes over a single giant triples table in RDF-3X. And the query processor is RISC-style by relying mostly on merge joins over sorted index lists. gStore and RDF-3X have good performances in BGPs since their query methods are based on subgraph matching.
Dataset We used LUBM 6 as the dataset in our experiments to investigate the relationship between query response time and dataset scale. LUBM, which features an ontology for the university domain, is a standard benchmark to evaluate the performance of semantic Web repositories, In our experiments, we used LUBM1, LUBM50, LUBM100, LUBM150 and LUBM200 as our query datasets. The LUBM dataset details in our experiments are shown in Table 4 .
SPARQL queries
The queries over LUBM were designed as four different forms, which corresponds to different WDAO-trees. The details of queries are described in Table 5 . Clearly, OPT nesting in Q 2 is the most complex among four forms. Furthermore, we build the AND operator in each query.
Evaluation on PIWD
The variation tendencies of query response time are shown in Table 6 , Table  7 and Figure 5 . Query efficiency is decreased with higher response time when OPT nesting becomes more complex. Furthermore, there has been a significant increase in query response time when the dataset scale grows up. For instance, we observe Q 2 , which corresponds to the most complex pattern in our four experimental SPARQL patterns. When the dataset is ranging from LUBM100 to LUBM200, its query response time extends more than five times even though the dataset scale extends two times. In this sense, OPT nesting complexity in WDAO-patterns influences query response time especially for large dataset scale. 
Related works
In this section, we survey related works in the following three areas: BGP query evaluation algorithms, well-designed SPARQL and BGP query evaluation frameworks. BGP query algorithms have been developed for many years. Existing algorithms mainly focus on finding all embedding in a single large graph, such as ULLmann [31] , VF2 [18] , QUICKSI [28] , GraphQL [14] , SPath [39] , STW [32] and TurboIso [13] . Some optimization method has been adapted in these techniques, such as adjusting matching order, pruning out the candidate vertices. However, the evaluation of well-designed SPARQL is not equivalent to the BGP query evaluation problem since there exists inexact matching. It has been shown that the complexity of the evaluation problem for the well-designed fragment is coNP-complete [22] . The quasi well-designed pattern trees (QWDPTs), which are undirected and ordered, has been proposed [16] . This work aims at the analysis of containment and equivalence of well-designed pattern. Efficient evaluation and semantic optimization of WDPT have been proposed in [5] . Sparm is a tool for SPARQL analysis and manipulation in [17] . Above-mentioned all aim at checking well-designed patterns or complexity analysis without evaluation on well-designed patterns. Our WDAO-tree is different from QWDPTs in structure and it emphasizes reconstructing query plans. The OPT operation optimization has been proposed in [19] , which is different from our work since our work aims to handle a plugin in any BGP query engine in order to deal with WDAO-patterns in SPARQL queries.
RDF-3X [20] , TripleBit [34] , SW-Store [1] , Hexastore [33] and gStore [40, 41] have high performance in BGPs. RDF-3X create indexes in the form of B+ tree, as well as TripleBit in the form of ID-Chunk. All of them have efficient performance since they concentrate on the design of indexing or storage. However, they can only support exact SPARQL queries, since they replace all literals (in RDF triples) by ids using a mapping dictionary. In other words, they cannot support WDAO-patterns well. Virtuoso [9] and MonetDB [6] support open-source and commercial services. Jena [8] and Sesame [7] are free open source Java frameworks for building semantic web and Linked Data applications, which focus on SPARQL parse without supporting large-scale date. Our work is independent on these BGP query frameworks, and any BGP query engine is adaptable for our plugin.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented PIWD, which is a plugin adaptable for any BGP query framework to handle WDAO-patterns. Theoretically, PIWD rebuilds the query evaluation plan based on WDAO-trees. After employing BGP query framework on WDAO-trees, PIWD supports the left-outer join operation between triple patterns. Our experiments show that PIWD can deal with complex and multi-level nested WDAO-patterns. In the future, we will further handle other non-well-designed patterns and deal with more operations such as UNION. Besides, we will consider OPT operation optimization to improve efficiency of PIWD and implement our framework on distributed RDF graphs by applying the distributed gStore [21] .
